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Despite the critical role tendons play in transmitting loads throughout the musculoskeletal system, little
is known about the microstructural mechanisms underlying their mechanical function. Of particular
interest is whether collagen fibrils in tendon fascicles bear load independently or if load is transferred
between fibrils through interfibrillar shear forces. We conducted multiscale experimental testing and
developed a microstructural shear lag model to explicitly test whether interfibrillar shear load transfer
is indeed the fibrillar loading mechanism in tendon. Experimental correlations between fascicle macro-
scale mechanics and microscale interfibrillar sliding suggest that fibrils are discontinuous and share load.
Moreover, for the first time, we demonstrate that a shear lag model can replicate the fascicle macroscale
mechanics as well as predict the microscale fibrillar deformations. Since interfibrillar shear stress is the
fundamental loading mechanism assumed in the model, this result provides strong evidence that load is
transferred between fibrils in tendon and possibly other aligned collagenous tissues. Conclusively estab-
lishing this fibrillar loading mechanism and identifying the involved structural components should help
develop repair strategies for tissue degeneration and guide the design of tissue engineered replacements.

� 2014 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Tendons transfer muscle loads to the skeletal system and are
thus essential for basic daily activity. However, the microstructural
mechanisms underlying their mechanical function and their ability
to bear load remain unknown. Tendon predominantly consists of
type I collagen, which forms a complicated hierarchical organiza-
tion spanning multiple lengths scales (Fig. 1) [1]. At the macro-
scopic level, tendons are separated into subunits called fascicles,
which are dense collections of highly aligned collagen fibrils inter-
spersed with cells [2,3]. While fibrils are recognized as the primary
tensile load-bearing elements in tendon [4], it is unknown how the
macroscopic loads applied to the fascicles are transmitted down to
the individual fibrils. Identification of this fundamental fibrillar
loading mechanism is necessary for determining the structural de-
fects responsible for the loss of mechanical performance due to
degeneration [5]. Ultimately, this information could be used to de-
velop regenerative strategies to restore the tissue mechanical
properties through cell-mediated remodeling, as well as guide
the design of tissue engineered replacements.
A central unresolved question is whether collagen fibrils bear
load independently or if the applied load is transferred across fibrils
through interfibrillar shear forces. On the one hand, experimental
observations of fibril branching and the lack of fibril ends in mature
tissue suggest that loads are transmitted directly by continuous fi-
brils that span the full tissue length [6,7]. On the other hand, studies
using X-ray diffraction and atomic force microscopy to measure fi-
bril strains in tissues under tension have found that the fibril strains
are less than half of the applied tissue strain [8–11]. These data im-
ply that the collagen fibrils are discontinuous and that relative slid-
ing between fibrils accounts for the difference between the tissue
and fibril strains. If the fibrils are indeed discontinuous, then load
must be transferred between fibrils, possibly via shear forces pro-
duced during their relative sliding. Indirect evidence for interfibril-
lar shear load transfer has been given by additional multiscale
viscoelastic testing demonstrating that fibril strains are time
dependent and behave similarly to the viscous response of the ap-
plied tissue stress but not the tissue strains [9,12–15]. These find-
ings support the hypothesis of relative sliding between fibrils and
also suggest that fibril loading is partly viscous in nature. Neverthe-
less, conclusions regarding the existence of interfibrillar shear load
transfer are limited since these studies did not directly observe
interfibrillar sliding and interpreted their findings with spring-
dashpot mechanical models [8,12], which simplify the tissue
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup for multiscale tension testing. (A) Uniaxial tension
device mounted on a confocal microscope. (B) Macroscopic image of a fascicle with
ink marks used for measuring macroscale tissue strains. Asterisks mark the three
locations of photobleached lines for microscale strain measurements. Scale bar:
1 mm. (C) Representative microscale image of photobleached lines taken with
objective lens. Scale bar: 100 lm.
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structure into extensional elements and separate the model from
the shear loading mechanisms being investigated.

The objective of this study is to explicitly test the hypothesis of
interfibrillar shear load transfer in tendon by combining micro-
scopic experimental techniques with a microstructural shear lag
model. We used confocal microscopy to observe relative sliding be-
tween fibrils by measuring the microscale shear strains in tendon
under uniaxial loading [12,16–20]. Additionally, the existence of
load transfer between fibrils was explicitly tested with a shear
lag model, which intrinsically defines interfibrillar shear as the
fundamental fibrillar loading mechanism. While formulations of
shear lag models have been applied to several biological tissues
[21–33], this is the first time to our knowledge that a shear lag
model has been applied to data obtained from multiscale tendon
testing. Our results demonstrate that fascicle macroscale mechan-
ics are strongly coupled to interfibrillar sliding. Furthermore, the
shear lag model successfully reproduced the fascicle mechanics
at both the macro- and microscopic length scales. These data sug-
gest that interfibrillar shear load transfer is the physical mecha-
nism underlying tendon fascicle macroscale mechanics.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Multiscale experimental testing

Nine fascicles were harvested from the tails of three 8-month-
old Sprague–Dawley rats that had been sacrificed for a separate
IACUC-approved study. Rat tail fascicles are a widely used tissue
model for multiscale investigations of tendon [1,8,12,17–19]. Each
fascicle was cut to a length of 45 mm and stained with an extracel-
lular matrix fluorescent dye (5-DTAF, Invitrogen) [16]. Specifically,
each sample was incubated for 20 min at room temperature in a
2 mg ml�1 solution of 5-DTAF and 0.1 M sodium bicarbonate buffer
(pH 9.0). This dye binds to the free amine groups of collagen
molecules and has been used to visualize the microscale deforma-
tions of the extracellular matrix in several orthopaedic tissues
[16,20,34–36]. The sample was washed in phosphate-buffered sal-
ine (PBS) and placed into the PBS bath of a uniaxial testing device
mounted on an inverted confocal microscope (LSM 5 LIVE; 25X LD
LCI Plan-Apochromat lens, Zeiss) (Fig. 2). A 1 mN preload (�8 kPa)
was applied to the tissue to define the reference length
(30.8 ± 0.1 mm). The sample was preconditioned by applying five
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Fig. 1. Collagenous hierarchical structure in tendon (adapted from Kastelic et al.
[1]). Collagen molecules aggregate into extracellular structures called fibrils, which
are the primary tensile load-bearing elements in connective tissues. In tendon,
fibrils are highly aligned and form dense macroscopic subunits called fascicles. Also
contained within each fascicle are cells whose extended processes loosely separate
the fibrils into local partitions called fibers [2,3]. (A, B) Electron micrographs of
fibrils and fascicles showing detailed views of corresponding regions highlighted in
the hierarchical structure. Micrograph (B) is reprinted with permission from Rowe
[2]. Scale bars: (A) 500 nm, (B) 100 lm.
cycles of 2% grip-to-grip strain at 1% s�1, then allowed to recover
at the reference length for 10 min. After the recovery period, a
set of four lines (2.1 lm wide) separated by 100 lm were photo-
bleached onto the tissue surface with a laser diode (489 nm,
100 mW) at three locations along the fascicle length: the sample
center and ±5 mm from the center. In order to photobleach lines
spanning the entire tissue width, line scans at maximum laser
power were performed through the tissue depth in 5 lm incre-
ments. Microscale image stacks (15 fps; 0.53 � 0.53 �
1.24 lm pixel�1) were taken of the initial positions of the photo-
bleached lines and used to reconstruct the tissue cross-sectional
Fig. 3. Representative plot of macroscale mechanical behavior with schematic o
microscale imaging points and measurements of macroscale tensile properties (i.e
quasi-static tensile modulus and incremental percent stress relaxation).
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Fig. 5. Measurement of microscale deformations. (A) Fibril strains (ey) and
microscale shear strains (c) were calculated from the displacements of photo-
bleached lines. Representative 2-D plots of the (B) fibril strains and (C) shear strains
measured at 10% grip strain. The fibril:tissue strain ratio was calculated by dividing
the average fibril strain by the applied tissue strain. (D) The overall amount of
interfibrillar sliding was quantified by the standard deviation (SD) of the shear
strains averaged across the four photobleached lines. Scale bars: 100 lm.
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profile, which was fitted with an ellipse to determine the sample
cross-sectional area.

The testing protocol consisted of 2%, 4%, 6%, 8% and 10% applied
grip strains, incrementally ramped at 1% s�1, followed by a 30 min
relaxation. While the stress relaxations at the 2% and 4% grip
strains reached equilibrium, longer relaxation times were neces-
sary for the larger applied strains (e.g., over 11 h for the 10% strain).
However, 30 min was sufficient to reduce the rate of stress
relaxation so that microscale measurements could be obtained at
a quasi-static state (i.e. the load dropped by less than 2% during
the 3 min image capture period). To measure the microscale defor-
mations that occur during relaxation, image stacks of the photo-
bleached lines were captured at the beginning and end of each
relaxation period at the sample center (circles in Fig. 3). Due to
the high frame rate of the imaging system, the image stacks were
acquired over approximately 20 s and could be completed within
the first 60 s of the relaxation period. At the other two locations,
image stacks were taken only at the end of each relaxation period.
The applied load was measured via a 10 N load cell (Model 31,
Honeywell) and macroscale tissue strains were calculated by track-
ing the displacements of ink marks. Macroscale mechanical behav-
ior was quantified by calculating the quasi-static tensile modulus
and incremental percent relaxation at each applied strain value
(Fig. 3).

2.2. Data analysis

After testing, the microscale image stacks were converted to a
single composite image of the full tissue width. Due to the curved
tissue surface, each individual image taken at a particular focal
plane contains narrow vertical bands of signal intensity (Fig. 4).
To form a single image composite, the images containing signal
intensity at a particular x-position were determined. The intensity
values in the vertical line of pixels at this x-position were then
averaged across the selected images. The composite image of the
full tissue width was produced by repeating this process for each
x-position and concatenating the averaged vertical lines. A custom
Matlab algorithm was used to find the pixel locations of the four
photobleached lines. Briefly, at a given position along the x-direc-
tion, the y-position of each line was determined by the pixel with
the minimum intensity in the composite image. These values were
smoothed by computing a moving average across each line with an
averaging window of 35 pixels.

At each x-position and between each pair of lines, fibril strains
(ey) were calculated as the change in the distance between line
pairs compared to their positions at 0% applied strain (Fig. 5A).
Microscale shear strains (c) were measured as the angle made
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Fig. 4. Production of single composite microscale image spanning the full tissue
width. (A, B) Microscale images taken at a single focal plane capture only part of the
full fascicle width (510 lm). (C) A single composite image covering the entire
fascicle width can be produced by concatenating the information contained within
each planar image.
between each line and the direction perpendicular to the fascicle
axis. The overall level of interfibrillar sliding was quantified by
the tortuosity (i.e. waviness) of the photobleached lines, which
can be represented by the spread of the measured shear strains.
This was calculated by averaging the angles across the four photo-
bleached lines to obtain a single distribution of shear strains across
the sample width, then computing the standard deviation of this
average angular profile (Fig. 5D). For the fibril strains, a represen-
tative fibril:tissue strain ratio was calculated as the average fibril
strain divided by the macroscale tissue strain. The fibril:tissue
strain ratio and interfibrillar sliding averaged across the three
microscale imaging locations were used for parametric statistical
analyses (see Section 2.4).

2.3. Shear lag model

2.3.1. Model formulation
Shear lag models are commonly used to represent composite

materials composed of discontinuous stiff fibers embedded in a
soft matrix. The fundamental assumption of these models is that
the externally applied load is transferred to the fibers through
shear stresses acting at the fiber–matrix interface. Therefore, a
microstructural shear lag model was used to explicitly test
whether shear load transfer between discontinuous sliding fibrils
is an accurate representation of the physical mechanisms underly-
ing tendon fascicle mechanics. The fascicle structure was simpli-
fied as a periodic array of discontinuous and staggered fibrils
(Fig. 6) [21,29]. Individual collagen fibrils exhibit non-linear strain
stiffening behavior [37]. This was approximated by assuming that
the fibrils are initially crimped and bear load only after being uncr-
imped. Since fibrils are not uniformly crimped within a fascicle
[1,38], a gamma probability distribution was used to represent
the spread of tissue stretches required to uncrimp the unit cell of
fibrils [39,40]. Note that, once uncrimped, each unit cell is half
the length of the uncrimped fibril length (L).

At any point x where there is relative sliding between the uncr-
imped fibrils, an interfibrillar shear stress (s(x)) acts equally over
the entire fibril circumference (Fig. 6B), leading to the following
equilibrium equation:

dr1ðxÞ
dx

¼ 2sðxÞ
r
¼ � dr2ðxÞ

dx
ð1Þ

where ri(x) is the stress in the ith fibril and r is the fibril radius. Note
that the ends of the fibrils are unloaded and P is the stress at the fibril
midpoint. Based on the results of our multiscale experimental
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Fig. 6. Construction of microstructural shear lag model. (A) The model consisted of a periodic array of discontinuous, staggered and crimped fibrils. (B) Once a unit cell was
uncrimped, the fibrils began to bear load, which was transferred between fibrils through a perfectly plastic interfibrillar shear stress (s(x)). (C–E) Distributions of the (C) fibril
stress (r), (D) interfibrillar shear stress and (E) fibril displacement (u) produced by the model for low applied strains (e.g. euc = 2%). Note that the interfibrillar shear stress only
occurs where there is relative sliding between fibrils (i.e. u1 – u2), which is initially isolated at the fibril ends. (F–H) At higher applied strains, the region of interfibrillar sliding
(Ls) increases until the sliding and shear stress occur over the entire fibril length (Ls = L/4), maximally loading the fibrils. An increase in the tissue strain beyond this level will
simply cause the fibrils to slide without further elongation.
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testing (see Discussion), we chose to use a perfectly plastic constitu-
tive relationship for the interfibrillar shear stress (i.e. interfibrillar
sliding produces a constant interfibrillar shear stress):

sðxÞ ¼ s for u1ðxÞ – u2ðxÞ ð2Þ

sðxÞ ¼ 0 for u1ðxÞ ¼ u2ðxÞ ð3Þ

where ui(x) is the displacement of the ith fibril. It was also assumed
that, once uncrimped, the fibrils were linear elastic and that the ax-
ial displacements of the fibrils are uniform throughout their cross-
section (no intrafibrillar shear). By enforcing compatibility along the
fibril length and using the boundary condition u1(L/2) = �u2(0) =
U/2, direct integration leads to the following piecewise solutions
for the fibril stress and displacement (Fig. 6C and E):

r1ðxÞ ¼
2sx=r 0 6 x 6 Ls

2sLs=r ¼ P=2 Ls 6 x 6 L=2� Ls

2sðx� L=2þ 2LsÞ=r L=2� Ls 6 x 6 L=2

8><
>: ð4Þ

u1ðxÞ¼
sðx2þL2

s �LsL=2Þ=rE 06 x6 Ls

sLsð2x�L=2Þ=rE Ls6 x6 L=2�Ls

s½x2þL2
s þðL=2Þ2þð4Ls�LÞx�3LsL=2�=rE L=2�Ls6 x6 L=2

8><
>:

ð5Þ

LS ¼ �L=4þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðL=4Þ2 þ ðrEL=4sÞeuc

q
ð6Þ

where L and E are the fibril length and modulus, respectively, and Ls

is the length from the fibril ends over which there is relative sliding
between fibrils. The strain of the uncrimped unit cell (euc) is given
by

euc ¼ 2U=L ¼ k=kc � 1 ð7Þ

where k is the applied tissue stretch and kc is the tissue stretch re-
quired to uncrimp this unit cell. Note that the stress averaged over
the two fibrils at any point x along the unit cell is P/2 (Fig. 6C).
Therefore, the average stress in the uncrimped unit cell is
ruc ¼ P=2 ¼ s=r
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L2=4þ ðrEL=sÞeuc

q
� L=2

� �
ð8Þ

Finally, homogenization to calculate the macroscale tissue
stress (rT) is performed by integrating ruc across the possible uncr-
imping stretches weighted by the probability that a unit cell has a
given uncrimping stretch (g(kc � 1)) and then multiplying by the fi-
bril volume fraction (/)

rTðkÞ ¼ /
Z k

0
rucgðkc � 1Þdkc: ð9Þ

While our model shares the same governing equation (Eq. (1))
as elastic shear lag models [21,41], the assumption of plasticity
at the fibril–matrix interface has an important consequence. In
elastic models, interfibrillar sliding occurs over a fixed distance
from the fibril ends, independent of the load or strain applied to
the tissue. However, in the case of a constant interfibrillar shear
stress, the length over which load is transferred between fibrils in-
creases with greater applied strain (Eq. (6)) since the only way to
increase the load applied to the fibrils is to increase the surface
area over which the interfibrillar shear stress acts. Ultimately, slid-
ing will occur over the entire length of the fibrils (Ls = L/4) and the
interfibrillar shear stress will act on the complete fibril surface
area, at which point ruc reaches a maximum value of sL/2r
(Fig. 6F–H). Any tissue strain beyond this level will simply cause
the fibrils to slide without further elongation.

2.3.2. Model fit of macroscale mechanics
This model formulation contains seven parameters: interfibril-

lar shear stress (s), fibril volume fraction (/), fibril radius (r), fibril
length (L), fibril modulus (E), the mean uncrimping stretch ð�kcÞ and
the standard deviation of uncrimping kSD

c

� �
. Based on existing data,

the fibril radius and volume fraction were assumed as 85 nm and
0.7, respectively [42,43]. Previous measurements of fibril lengths
in fetal tendon [44] and the tissue reference length were used as
guidelines for choosing 1 and 25 mm as the bounds for fibril
length. The remaining four parameters (s, E, �kc; kSD

c ) were
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determined by fitting Eq. (9)to the experimentally measured quasi-
static macroscale tissue response using a trust-region-reflective
least-squares algorithm (Matlab). To check the accuracy of the
uncrimping parameters, the 95th-percentile uncrimping stretch
(i.e. mean plus two standard deviations) determined from the gam-
ma cumulative distribution function was compared to the applied
tissue stretch at which the crimp waveform was no longer visible
in the macroscale images [17].

2.3.3. Model prediction of microscale deformations
After determining the model parameters from the macroscale

data, the model was used to predict the fibril:tissue strain ratio
as a function of the applied tissue strain. Since these data were
not used for calculating the model parameters, this microscale pre-
diction explicitly tests whether the physical mechanisms embed-
ded in the model accurately represent the true loading
mechanisms in tendon fascicles. It is important to note that the fi-
bril strains observed with the microscope include the tissue stretch
required to uncrimp the fibrils. That is, the experimentally ob-
served (apparent) fibril strains are not simply the strains for which
the fibrils bear load, but are the cumulative elongation of the fibrils
normalized by their original crimped length. Therefore, the equiv-
alent apparent strain (eapp) of the uncrimped fibrils predicted by
the model is

eapp ¼ ð1þ ruc=EÞkc � 1 ð10Þ

Prior to uncrimping, the apparent fibril strain is equal to the tis-
sue strain. Again using a gamma distribution for uncrimping
stretches, the apparent fibril:tissue strain ratio (g) predicted by
the model is

gðkÞ ¼ ½1� Gðk� 1Þ� þ ðk� 1Þ�1
Z k

0
eappgðkc � 1Þdkc ð11Þ

where G(k � 1) is the gamma cumulative distribution function. Note
that the first term represents the fibrils that are still crimped and,
therefore, have the same apparent strain as the tissue. To validate
the model, values of Eq. (11)calculated at each applied tissue strain
were compared with the experimental fibril:tissue strain ratio aver-
aged across the three microscale imaging locations.

2.4. Statistical analysis

The consistency of the interfibrillar sliding and fibril:tissue
strain ratio measurements along the fascicle length was deter-
mined by the coefficient of variation calculated across the three
microscale imaging locations. The level of interfibrillar sliding
was correlated with the fibril:tissue strain ratio, the macroscale
quasi-static modulus and the percent stress relaxation to deter-
mine if these mechanical properties are related to interfibrillar
sliding. To evaluate whether time-dependent microscale deforma-
tions are related to the macroscale stress relaxation, the percent
Avg Avg
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Fig. 7. Low coefficients of variation (COV) for the (A) fibril:tissue strain ratio and (B)
interfibrillar sliding demonstrate that these measurements are consistent along the
sample length and accurately represent the microscale deformations throughout
the tissue.
change in the interfibrillar sliding and fibril:tissue strain ratio dur-
ing the relaxation periods were correlated with the drop in stress
between the microscale imaging time points. Parametric tests were
used for all statistical analyses, with significance set at p < 0.05,
and data are presented as mean ± standard deviation.
3. Results

3.1. Multiscale experimental testing

The displacements of photobleached lines observed under a
confocal microscope were used to measure the interfibrillar slid-
ing, and the ratio between fibril and tissue strains in rat tail fasci-
cles in uniaxial tension. The values obtained for both the
interfibrillar sliding and fibril:tissue strain ratio were consistent
across the three imaging locations, with average coefficients of var-
iation of 0.16 ± 0.07 and 0.057 ± 0.046, respectively (Fig. 7). This
demonstrates that the measurements represent the microscale
deformations throughout the tissue and, therefore, can be used
to accurately quantify the relationship between interfibrillar slid-
ing and macroscale fascicle mechanics.

At the macroscopic length scale, increasing tissue strains led to
a decrease in the quasi-static modulus (r = �0.97, p < 0.01) and an
increase in the stress relaxation (r = 0.99, p < 0.001) (Fig. 8A and B).
This strain-softening behavior prior to complete rupture is typical
for fascicles strained beyond their elastic limit [33]. The microscale
deformations exhibited patterns similar to the macroscale behav-
ior, with the fibril:tissue strain ratio decreasing (r = �0.99,
p < 0.001) and the interfibrillar sliding increasing (r = 0.99,
p < 0.001) with applied tissue strain (Fig. 8C and D). The concomi-
tant decrease in fibril strains and increase in interfibrillar sliding
support the hypothesis that fibrils are discontinuous and that the
macroscale tissue strain results from the combination of fibril elon-
gation and sliding. Furthermore, we would expect that more inter-
fibrillar sliding would reduce the macroscale tissue stiffness since
less strain is being transmitted directly to the fibrils. Linear corre-
lations with the level of interfibrillar sliding confirmed this
hypothesis, demonstrating that the fibril:tissue strain ratio
(r = �0.92, p < 0.0001) and the macroscale quasi-static modulus
(r = �0.81, p < 0.0001) both decrease with greater interfibrillar slid-
ing (Fig. 9A and B). Collectively, these data suggest that increased
Fig. 8. Multiscale tensile behavior of tendon fascicles. At the macroscopic length
scale, tendon fascicles became (A) less stiff and (B) more viscous at greater applied
tissue strains, which is typical for post-yield tensile behavior [33]. At the microscale
level, concurrent (C) decreases in the fibril:tissue strain ratio and (D) increases in
interfibrillar sliding suggest that fibrils are discontinuous, with the macroscale
tissue strain resulting from the combination of fibril elongation and sliding.



Fig. 9. Relationship between fascicle macroscale mechanics and interfibrillar sliding. (A) The decrease in the fibril:tissue strain ratio with greater interfibrillar sliding suggests
that relative sliding serves to unload the fibrils, which produces a (B) drop in the macroscale tissue modulus. These data suggest that interfibrillar sliding is responsible for the
strain softening observed in the post-yield behavior of tendon fascicles. (C) A strong correlation between the macroscale stress relaxation and interfibrillar sliding suggests
that sliding is associated with a viscous interfibrillar shear stress that transmits load between fibrils.
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interfibrillar sliding is responsible for the drop in tissue modulus
observed in the post-yield tensile behavior of tendon fascicles.

The multiscale experimental data was also used to investigate
the constitutive nature of the interfibrillar shear load transfer that
would necessarily exist in tendon fascicles composed of discontin-
uous fibrils. Similarities between the fibril strains and the tissue
stress during previous multiscale viscoelastic testing provided
indirect evidence that a viscous interfibrillar shear load transfer
is associated with interfibrillar sliding [9,12–15]. Our current find-
ings that interfibrillar sliding is strongly correlated with increased
macroscale stress relaxation (r = 0.94, p < 0.0001) directly supports
this hypothesis (Fig. 9C). Furthermore, we measured the changes in
the microscale deformations that occurred during the relaxation
periods to determine whether an interfibrillar shear load transfer
is responsible for the macroscale stress relaxation. On average,
the fibril strains decreased (–7.4 ± 4.1%, p < 0.0001) and the interfi-
brillar sliding increased (10.7 ± 8.0%, p < 0.0001) during the relaxa-
tion periods. This behavior not only ensures compatibility with the
fixed macroscale boundary conditions but also demonstrates that
interfibrillar sliding is time dependent and is related to the stress
relaxation in the tissue. Additionally, the drop in fibril strain during
the relaxation periods was significantly correlated with the
amount of stress relaxation (r = 0.80, p < 0.0001). This finding sug-
gests that interfibrillar sliding contributes to the macroscale stress
relaxation by slowly unloading the fibrils over time. Together,
these observations support the existence of a viscous interfibrillar
shear stress that resists interfibrillar sliding and transmits load be-
tween fibrils.
Tissue Strain (%)

Fig. 10. Representative plots of the model performance. (A) The model successfully
fitted the quasi-static macroscale mechanics (d) (R2 = 0.996 ± 0.003), which was
used to determine values for the model parameters. Note that the transient
behavior during the strain ramps and stress relaxation are given by the gray lines.
(B) While keeping the model parameter values fixed, the model also successfully
predicted the fibril:tissue strain ratio (R2 = 0.74 ± 0.18). This ability to approximate
the mechanics at both length scales validates the model assumptions and suggests
that interfibrillar shear is the loading mechanism of the discontinuous fibrils in
tendon fascicles.
3.2. Shear lag model

A microstructural shear lag model composed of crimped discon-
tinuous fibrils was developed to explicitly test whether interfibril-
lar shear load transfer can explain the observed multiscale fascicle
mechanics. The four model parameters – interfibrillar shear stress
(s), fibril modulus (E), mean uncrimping stretch ð�kcÞ and standard
deviation of uncrimping kSD

c

� �
– were determined by fitting the

model to the quasi-static macroscale tissue mechanics. The model
fits of the macroscale behavior were excellent (Fig. 10A;
R2 = 0.996 ± 0.003). The fibril model parameters were independent
of the choice for fibril length and had the following values:
E = 1.6 ± 0.4 GPa, �kc = 1.002 ± 0.0008 and kSD

c = 0.001 ± 0.0007.
While the fibril modulus is relatively high compared to previous
findings [37,45–47], it is within a factor of two of the maximum
fascicle quasi-static modulus. This is comparable to the factor of
1.4 that would be expected for the ratio of the fibril-to-tissue mod-
uli for a composite tissue composed of continuous fibrils with the
same fibril volume fraction. The uncrimping parameters accurately
described the tissue crimp, since the 95th-percentile uncrimping
stretch predicted by the model (1.004 ± 0.002) was not significantly
different from the experimental tissue stretch at which the crimp
pattern was seen to disappear (1.004 ± 0.001). The interfibrillar
shear stress was inversely proportional to fibril length (L), with val-
ues of 8.6 ± 2.7 kPa for L = 1 mm and 0.35 ± 0.11 kPa for L = 25 mm,
which are similar to values obtained from macroscale shear tests of
ligament [48]. The success of the model in accurately representing
the loading mechanism in tendon fascicles is best demonstrated by
the very good prediction of the experimental fibril:tissue strain ra-
tio (Fig. 10B; R2 = 0.74 ± 0.18). Since these data were not used to
calculate the model parameters, the successful prediction of the
microscale deformations validates the physical mechanisms
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embedded in the model and suggests that load is indeed trans-
ferred between discontinuous fibrils through interfibrillar shear
stresses.
4. Discussion

This study strongly suggests that collagen fibrils in tendon are
indeed loaded via interfibrillar shear produced by the relative slid-
ing of fibrils. Simultaneous measurement of fascicle macroscale
mechanics and microscale deformations clearly indicated that the
tissue mechanics is correlated to the amount of interfibrillar slid-
ing. Increased sliding reduced the amount of strain that is trans-
mitted to the fibrils, and therefore lowered the tissue macroscale
modulus (Fig. 9A and B). This is consistent with the hypothesis that
collagen fibrils are discontinuous and transmit load via interfibril-
lar shear. Furthermore, the data agree with previous suggestions
that interfibrillar shear stresses are viscous in nature [9,12–15].
Interfibrillar sliding was observed to increase during the stress
relaxation periods, which likely contributed to the time-dependent
drop in fibril strains and tissue stress. This allows the tissue to dis-
sipate energy via the relative sliding between fibrils, as seen by the
correlation between interfibrillar sliding and stress relaxation
(Fig. 9C). However, the clearest demonstration of interfibrillar
shear load transfer in tendon is given by the ability of a shear lag
model to successful replicate the multiscale fascicle mechanics.
The macroscale behavior was fitted exceptionally well (Fig. 10A),
and produced model parameters that are physically reasonable
and agree with existing data [48]. More importantly, the model
was able to successfully predict the fibril strains (Fig. 10B), which
was an independent data set not used for determination of the
model parameters. This validation of the model across both length
scales is strong evidence that interfibrillar shear load transfer be-
tween discontinuous fibrils, which was explicitly assumed in the
model construction, is indeed the fibril loading mechanism in ten-
don fascicles.

It should be noted that the fibril:tissue strain ratio measured in
the current study is substantially higher than values found previ-
ously [8,16–18]. In contrast to X-ray diffraction, microscale defor-
mations measured using confocal microscopy include both fibril
strains that mechanically load the fibrils and strains that occur
with uncrimping. While this produces apparent fibril strains that
are larger than the strains due to actual fibril loading, this effect
was accounted for when making comparisons with the model
microscale predictions (see Section 2.3.3). Additionally, confocal
microscopy lacks the resolution to observe individual fibrils and,
therefore, to directly measure fibril strains and interfibrillar slid-
ing. However, the continuity of the photobleached lines seen here
(Fig. 5) and by other investigators [19] confirms that the shear
deformations observed under the microscope occur between the fi-
brils themselves and not just at the interface of fibril bundles (i.e.
fibers). Furthermore, each pixel in the microscale images is only
about three times the width of the average fibril diameter [42];
therefore, the strains calculated from the photobleached line dis-
placements are a local homogenization of the individual fibril
strains. This demonstrates that the use of confocal microscopy al-
lows for representative measurements of local fibril deformations.

Several technical advantages also may explain the differences
between our results and those from other confocal microscopy
studies. Previous studies used grip-to-grip strains to calculate the
fibril:tissue strain ratio [16–19], whereas we measured the actual
tissue strains by optically tracking the displacements of ink mark-
ers. On average, we found that the tissue strains were 80% of the
applied grip-to-grip strains, which is common for tensile testing
of tendon fascicles [49]. Hence, use of grip-to-grip strains
will underestimate the fibril:tissue strain ratio. Additionally, we
directly measured the microscale displacements of the extracellu-
lar matrix using photobleached lines. Some previous studies in-
stead made indirect measurements by tracking the
displacements of cell nuclei [17,18], which produce lower micro-
scale strain values than photobleached lines [19]. Finally, it is pos-
sible that earlier microscale measurements were not
representative of the deformations across the entire tissue. Previ-
ous confocal experiments only imaged a single focal plane and,
due to the elliptical fascicle shape, measured microscale deforma-
tions over a small portion of the sample width (Fig. 4) [16]. By cap-
turing microscale image stacks through the full tissue depth, we
obtained measurements across the entire fascicle width. Compar-
ing microscale measurements made at multiple locations within
each sample, we found that our measurements are consistent
across the sample length (Fig. 7) and are likely representative of
the deformations throughout the tissue.

While this study indicates that shear load transfer exists be-
tween discontinuous fibrils, it is still unclear what tissue compo-
nents serve to transmit interfibrillar shear forces. The
glycosaminoglycan (GAG) chains of the small leucine-rich proteo-
glycans found in tendons have been traditionally suggested as pos-
sible interfibrillar mechanical linkages [25,29,50,51]. However,
several experimental studies that selectively removed GAGs via
enzymatic digestions failed to demonstrate any effect on tendon
or ligament macroscale mechanics [52–55]. Although computa-
tional models demonstrate that these findings may still be consis-
tent with the hypothesis that GAGs transmit load between fibrils
[21], these models assume covalent linkages between GAG chains
[29,30], which may overestimate the stiffness of their interactions
[56]. Furthermore, ultrastructural investigations have found that
fibril strains are higher in tendons without GAGs, suggesting that
GAGs may serve to actually reduce load transmission between fi-
brils [57]. Other possibilities include the FACIT family of molecules,
specifically collagen types XIV and XII. While they are involved in
fibrillogenesis, their relative absence in mature tissues and mini-
mal effect on tendon mechanics do not support a role in interfibril-
lar load transfer [58,59]. Nevertheless, the mechanical contribution
of myriad other tissue components (e.g. collagens XX, XXI, emu1/
emu2, COMP) are yet to be determined [50,60].

The most important consideration in using a shear lag model is
the choice of the constitutive relationship between the shear strain
and stress of the interfibrillar matrix. Elastic relationships (e.g. con-
stant shear modulus) can replicate the linear portion of the macro-
scale response; however, they predict a tissue modulus and
fibril:tissue strain ratio that are independent of the applied tissue
strain [41], which does not agree with our experimental data
(Fig. 8A and C). While these data can be reproduced by progressive
fibril rupture causing a reduction in fibril lengths, structural inves-
tigations do not support this possibility. Tendon fascicles stretched
beyond their yield point contain fibrils with localized plastic defor-
mation that do not show signs of rupture until after a substantial
amount of fatigue loading (>20,000 cycles) [61,62]. Yielding of
the collagen fibrils can explain the strain softening observed in
the macroscale mechanics (Fig. 8A); however, a reduction in the fi-
bril modulus would increase the fibril strains and produce an in-
crease in the fibril:tissue strain ratio, which contradicts our
microscale data (Fig. 8C). In contrast to these other hypotheses,
plastic behavior at the fibril–matrix interface can reproduce the
full multiscale dataset. The assumption of a constant interfibrillar
shear stress is the simplest representation of interfibrillar plasticity
[24–28,63]. We avoided using more complicated formulations that
are based on the failure of specific components of the interfibrillar
matrix because of the current controversy regarding the structural
elements involved in load transfer between fibrils. Nevertheless,
our model successfully replicated the entire quasi-static macro-
scale stress–strain curve and accurately predicted the fibril:tissue
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strain ratios. This suggests not only that interfibrillar shear is
responsible for loading the collagen fibrils, but that plasticity at
the fibril–matrix interface may contribute to the subfailure behav-
ior of tendon fascicles.

Although our model assumes that the fibril–matrix interface is
purely plastic, it is likely that the interfibrillar shear response is ini-
tially elastic and that other processes, like fibril yielding, are also
involved at higher applied tissue strains. The D-period spacing of
fibrils becomes disrupted at high strains before tissue failure
[11,14,46,61,64–67]. This behavior suggests that sliding occurs be-
tween collagen molecules within the fibrils, which may cause the
fibrils to yield [31,32]. Including the effects of fibril yielding by
adding these deformations at the sub-fibril hierarchical level to
the current model may improve the model’s prediction of the
experimental data. Regarding the exclusion of any initial elasticity
for interfibrillar sliding, given the low plastic shear stress value
estimated by our model (�1 kPa), the initial elastic behavior at
stresses below this magnitude is likely insignificant. Additionally,
a purely plastic response of the interfibrillar matrix can still pro-
duce elastic behavior at the macroscopic level; the elasticity of
the fibrils is sufficient to bring the tissue back to its preconditioned
state upon removal of the applied load [24]. Finally, while a per-
fectly plastic constitutive response is likely a simplification of the
mechanics at the fibril–matrix interface, using a constant stress va-
lue provides an order-of-magnitude estimate that can offer insight
into which structural components are involved in transmitting
loads between fibrils and, therefore, which alternative constitutive
behaviors are possible.

A limitation of the current model is that only the quasi-static
tissue behavior was fitted by the model and all time-dependent ef-
fects were ignored. Previous studies have suggested that the inter-
fibrillar shear stress is dependent on both strain rate and time
[8,9,12–15]. Our finding that fibril unloading is correlated with
the magnitude of stress relaxation supports this hypothesis. Shear
thickening of the interfibrillar matrix (i.e. increased shear stress
with strain rate) can also explain the stiff response of the tissue
during the last 1% s�1 strain ramp despite the plateau in the qua-
si-static behavior (Fig. 10A). Furthermore, a viscoplastic interfibril-
lar shear stress is consistent with the creep failure of tendons held
at stresses significantly below their ultimate tensile strength [68].
However, several other phenomena, including poroelastic effects
and the intrinsic viscoelasticity of collagen fibrils, may also con-
tribute to the macroscale time-dependent behavior [37,69–71].
For the current study we chose to disregard time-dependent effects
in order to focus on the objective of evaluating the specific role of
interfibrillar shear load transfer on fascicle mechanics. In the fu-
ture, it would be useful to develop a model that combines these
other time-dependent phenomena with a viscoplastic interfibrillar
shear stress to determine their contributions to the full time-
dependent behavior of tendons.

In conclusion, our multiscale experimental testing and mechan-
ical modeling suggest that interfibrillar shear load transfer be-
tween discontinuous fibrils is the mechanism underlying tendon
fascicle mechanics. These findings have important implications
for tissue failure and treatment. The nonlinear elastic response of
collagenous tissues under uniaxial tension has previously been ex-
plained by the straightening and reorientation of crimped fibrils
into the direction of applied load, as well as the deformations of
the fibrils themselves [4,11]. Our current results extend this
knowledge beyond the elastic limit, suggesting that interfibrillar
sliding is not only involved in the elastic tissue behavior but also
produces the post-yield drop in tissue stiffness. Identifying the
mechanisms that reduce the tissue’s ability to bear load is required
to understand how degeneration affects tissue mechanics and ulti-
mately leads to complete rupture. Additionally, for the first time to
our knowledge, we have demonstrated that a shear lag model,
based on shear load transfer between discontinuous fibrils, can
not only approximate the macroscale tissue mechanics through
the full stress–strain curve, but can also predict the microscale
deformations. Discovering the relationship between tissue hierar-
chical structure and mechanical behavior is a prerequisite for engi-
neering functional tissue replacements that can recapitulate
normal mechanical function. Finally, while this work focused on
the multiscale mechanics of tendon fascicles, it is likely that these
conclusions regarding interfibrillar shear load transfer extend
more broadly to other aligned collagenous tissues as well.
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Appendix A. Figures with essential colour discrimination

Certain figures in this article, particularly Fig. 5, is difficult to
interpret in black and white. The full colour images can be found
in the on-line version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.actbio.2014.
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